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Executive Summary

The Ontario Legislative Assembly has passed Bill 150: The Green Energy Act that will position itself as a green energy leader in North America. This report addresses that this new legislation, although a bold step forward is not actually innovative, as it is mostly a compilation of policy suggestions made to the Ontario Government since the 1970’s.

The current Liberal government has taken advantage of a policy window, created by an economic recession, and a pro-environment paradigm shift, to be able to pass this legislation successfully. The Green Energy Act presents policy suggestions from years prior in a way that would appeal to the public’s desire to be both economically productive, and environmentally friendly.

The official Opposition presented reports in the House during readings of Bill 150 that suggested the Green Energy Act could have negative economic impact, in terms of a dramatic increase in electricity costs that would counteract the proposed increase in employment opportunities.

The Green Energy Act was also criticized for not addressing nuclear energy, and was further patronized for not listing nuclear energy with coal and oil as dirty energy sources. The Opposition also touched on the serious health concerns surrounding wind turbine technology.

This report shows that there is still significant uncertainty in many areas of green energy and that only time will tell if the Green Energy Act will be economically viable and environmentally friendly.
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Introduction

The Province of Ontario (Ontario), Canada is entering an energy and economic renaissance. Bill 150, the Green Energy Act (GEA), became law May 14, 2009 and will position Ontario as a green energy leader in North America.

The GEA addresses the importance of a commitment to creating better quality air and a cleaner environment. It substantiates the role renewable energy, including green electricity generation, plays in reaching that commitment.

Through examination of electrical power research, planning, and recommendations in Ontario over the past forty years, this report will discuss the green paradigm shift and the economic circumstances that created a policy window for the GEA to receive Royal Assent.

This report provides an assessment of the GEA which establishes that although there has finally been a compilation of four decades of expensive government-funded research in the creation of the GEA, there are still substantial areas of uncertainty surrounding the economic viability and the environmental safety of the identified renewable energy technologies.
The History of Green Energy in Ontario

This section of the report will focus on the forty years of research that led to the creation of the Green Energy Act (GEA). It will specifically outline replicated policy suggestions from various research ventures that were repeatedly over-looked, and subsequently delayed for future generations to consider. This section will also address the fluctuation of public interest in the environment and energy resources, and the consequences this wax and wane had on policy creation. The economic condition of Ontario will also be discussed within the emergence of the open policy window that stimulated the passing of the GEA.

The Oil Crisis of the 1970’s

If the world was not already aware of oil security issues and the need to start planning for alternative processes of creating electricity; 1973 would be a year developed nations would be awakened to the scarcity of oil on Earth. George E. Gathercole, former Chairman of Ontario Hydro, discusses 1973 as a year in which the bleak prospect of an energy crisis confronted the major industrial countries. With curtailed oil exports from the Middle East, many parts of the world experienced severe shortages of energy. In 1973 people were asked to turn their lights off, unplug their second refrigerators, and do everything they could to conserve energy. General public opinion was that there was a serious energy shortage, and that the government had to do something to protect its citizens. About one-half of Ontario’s head-of -households expected that there would be

---

1 Ontario Hydro. *Annual Report.* 1973
moderate to severe shortages of home heating oil and gasoline in the next five years. About four in ten head-of-households expected moderate to severe shortages of natural gas and electricity, while about one-quarter of head-of-households expected severe shortages of coal. The change in public perception put pressure on the Ontario Legislative Assembly to step up to the challenge of planning Ontario’s energy future.

The Cabinet ordered a study to be conducted on power planning in Ontario. The Royal Commission on Electric Power Planning (EPP), created in 1974, had the task of researching, planning, and giving suggestions on Ontario’s energy strategy. Ontario’s energy demand would double by 1983, and double again by 1993. There had to be an expansion of power generation to meet this demand. In designing a system it would be necessary to not only use financial models of decision-making, but include the social and environmental impacts of power generation. The group selected to conduct the research set out to take a holistic approach to the issues, including the possibilities of using alternative and renewable resources. “Central among the basic requirements in developing any energy strategy is a consideration of the primary fuel needs. In particular, the question arises – what primary fuels should be used to generate electric power in Ontario taking into account economic, financial, environmental, lifestyle, health, and fuel availability factors?”

---

The public became more aware, and more concerned with the environment, and the damage that producing power using fossil fuels was doing to the environment. The pollution from fossil fuels was killing and disabling people: the permanent legacy of environmental destruction from coal mining was becoming apparent.\(^6\) Local utilities were pushing for alternative generation, and asking the government to seriously consider the ever-increasing viability of alternative sources of energy such as solar, wind, and methane.\(^7\)

With what seemed like the public’s support, the Royal Commission on EPP launched a three-year study in which they interviewed industry professionals, the general public, academics and politicians. The Royal Commission on EPP report came out with some very interesting findings. It pointed out that historically Ontario’s power generation was primarily from renewable resources. Wood fire, windmills and hydroelectric generation have all supplied substantial amounts of electricity in Ontario.\(^8\) For fifty years Ontario was powered entirely by hydroelectric generation.\(^9\) Findings however showed that the hydroelectric generation was at capacity, with little room for growth, which is why the province subsequently invested so much in coal and nuclear. The trends clearly show that nuclear and coal generation was rapidly increasing while the environmentally friendly generation of power was staying the same.\(^10\) “Renewable energy resources had to be

---


\(^7\) Royal Commission on Electric Power Planning. *Additional Bulk Power Facilities in Southwestern Ontario*. June 1979 (Turnberry-Howick Hydro Corridor Committee)


supplemented on an ever-increasing scale, by fossil fuels and more recently by nuclear energy. However, the marked increases in the cost of electric power generation using conventional and nuclear fuels, together with the prospect of future shortages as well as environmental concerns have given rise to the resurgence of alternative renewable energy technologies.”¹¹

The increasing pace of development over the years was giving rise to the fear that irreversible damage was occurring. The long-range plan had to preserve the flexibility to construct facilities which would do an adequate job with minimum effect on the environment under existing technology, but the door would also have to be kept open to allow technological breakthroughs that could occur in the future.¹² When the Royal Commission on EPP looked into the viability of expanding renewable generation, it confronted many roadblocks. Solar technology, often considered the way of the future, was found to be too new and uncertain, and it could not yield the amount of energy necessary.¹³ The scope for wind energy was not particularly appropriate because the average wind velocities in most locations of Ontario are below those needed to create significant amounts of energy (with the technology available at the time.)¹⁴

The Royal Commission on EPP took so long to complete its report that by the publication date in 1976, the public had started to lose interest. The Royal Commission on EPP findings clearly stated the need for investment in renewable resources, and for the

government to allocate new funds dedicated for research and development in the green energy field. The political pressure shifted away from the energy crisis of 1973 however, and the public interest in energy resources waned. By 1976, 62% of Ontario heads-of-household felt that prime farmland should only be used for agricultural purposes. They felt that food was more important than power generation and distribution. “Less than 5% of family heads identified electric generating stations as being primarily responsible for air, water and land pollution.”

There was a massive paradigm shift, and the urgency of the energy crisis was all but a distant memory. It became accepted that the province would continue to meet the energy demand by burning coal and uranium, and that this practice would likely occur to year 2000. An official from the Royal Commission on EPP stated:

“While we would support the expenditure of reasonable sums on research and development of new generation technologies employing such sources as solar, geo-thermal, wind etc., we do not see these as being a practical alternative to the present sources until after the turn of the century.”

---

Rather than making investments in solar, which was identified as a huge opportunity\textsuperscript{19}, Ontario went forward with a large investment to the Nanticoke coal burning generation station.\textsuperscript{20} As George E. Gathercole foreshadowed in his report, after the energy crisis any investments made would be to stabilize the price of energy not inflate it.\textsuperscript{21} If green energy was going to make energy more expensive, then it wasn’t an option that was to be considered.

The public began to shift responsibility onto future generations, focusing on environmental education, and building a culture of conservation.\textsuperscript{22} The other solutions were government policy areas such as bulk metering, marginal cost or time-of-day pricing, or changes concerning the encouragement of conservation.\textsuperscript{23}

Without public pressure, the political atmosphere for change in the energy field was stale. No politician was willing to take it on. The suggestions of the Royal Commission on EPP became another not-acted-upon study and there was no significant change in policy. It was not until the late 1980’s that energy once again appeared on the public’s radar.

\textsuperscript{20} Ontario Hydro. \textit{Annual Report}. 1973
\textsuperscript{21} Ontario Hydro. \textit{Annual Report}. 1973
\textsuperscript{22} W.E Thomson, Commissioner of planning and development, Waterloo
\textsuperscript{23} Glenn J Wood, Kitchener, Ontario
The 1980’s: A Renewable Resurgence.

In 1984, exactly a decade since the Royal Commission was ordered; there was a resurgence of public interest in Ontario energy policy. Ontario Hydro commissioned a study that would evaluate the demand/supply strategy and involve public hearings and meetings with industry professionals. The Demand/Supply Planning Strategy (DSPS) would be presented to the Ontario Legislature’s select Committee on Energy in 1989. The objective of Ontario Hydro DSPS was to address issues relating to rising fuel costs and strategies to lower costs.

The Ontario Hydro DSPS recognized that there was wide public support for implementing options such as wind and solar, but the public was unaware that these could cost over twice as much as conventional power generation. Large-scale implementation would not be in line with the public’s desire to have low cost energy. There were also reliability problems with solar and wind: as the sun sometimes does not shine, and the wind does not always blow.24 There was need for more supply. Although there was pressure to generate this supply using wind and solar; due to their limited potential they were not capable of meeting the substantial increase necessary. The major contributions were to come from a combination of fossil fuel, nuclear, and limited hydraulics.25

The major progress the Ontario Hydro DSPS report did make was in identifying the need for a non-utility generation incentive. This means privately owned and funded energy generators could sell their energy back to the grid. The report stated that special rates when purchasing electricity from non-utility generators and incentives for non-utility generation projects should exist, but should vary, depending on many factors. Special attention and focus needs to be given to environmentally friendly initiatives. “Part of the non-utility generation will be from small hydro-electric generators. This provides the advantage that additional electricity will be from a renewable resource that has minimal environmental impact, and will support local industry and economic development.” These types of generation facilities would be specifically useful in remote communities, and could be used to replace diesel-generated activity.

The Ontario Hydro DSPS report addressed the public’s concern over the expansion of renewable power generation, but what was more on the public agenda was the rising cost of electricity. The report rejected the idea that renewable energy would be cheaper but did make a commitment for Ontario to continue to investigate the technical and economic feasibility of alternative generation sources, particularly those that use renewable Ontario resources. The main progress was the accepting of non-utility generating stations, and

---

the acceptance that they would likely need some sort of incentive in order to start creating green energy.

Similarly to the 1970’s however; public momentum on renewable green energy was halted. The developed world was busy over oil security, and the Persian Gulf War. Operation Desert Storm took over the stage. Governments were investing in their oil reserves, rather than alternative forms of generation. Again, any progress made by this report, and policy suggestions, were put off to future generations to implement.
The Late 90’s to the new Millennium:  
A Green Shift, a Broken Economy, and an Opened Policy Window.

In 1998 Ontario started to advertise itself as a province that would be supportive of green energy. In marketing exert the province claimed: “Ontario’s renewable energy sector is strong in wind energy, energy from biomass, methane gas recovery from landfills, micro/small hydro, geothermal, solar thermal, and photovoltaic.”30 The Government was starting to feel the pressure of the Ontario public and the need for an environmental shift in energy creation. In 2003 the Liberals won a majority government in Ontario, top among their green initiatives was the commitment to shut-down coal burning fire generation plants. Premier McGuinty bragged, “There is only one place in the world that is phasing out coal-fired generation. We're doing that right here in Ontario” 31

With green energy seen very favorably in the new green conscious society, the government set up the Renewable Energy Standard Offer Program (RESOP) in 2007. This accomplished many of the goals set out in the 1989 Supply/Demand Planning Strategy report. The intent of the RESOP was to help Ontario meet its renewable energy supply targets by providing a standard pricing regime and simplified eligibility, contracting and other rules for small renewable energy electricity generating projects.32 Finally, almost two decades after the Ontario Hydro DSPS had been published, the government appeared to be making progress by implementing policy initiatives envisioned in prior decades.

---

31 Premier Dalton McGuinty, Toronto 2007  
From 2000 to 2010 there has been dramatic change to the way the public perceives the environment. People are more aware of the permanent damage anthropogenic influences have on the environment, and how those damages could negatively impact their personal well-being. The general public in Ontario are currently making changes to their lifestyles that are more environmentally conscious due to government regulations and guidelines; for example: municipalities are limiting the amount of garbage a household can leave for curbside pick-up; laws are being created that limit the amount of idle time in a running car; comprehensive recycling programs are being introduced; and there are numerous government endorsed and funded consumer incentives to purchase environmentally friendly cars and appliances.

There has been a definite shift in Ontario public environmental values. The dramatic change in consumer conscience has not only influenced the inception of government regulations and guidelines, but also the corporate world.33

Corporations are now focusing on “being green”. Lynn Paine, author of *Value Shift*, insinuates that although the general public would like to believe that corporations are becoming more environmentally friendly due to a desire to leave less of a carbon footprint, it is more likely part of their stakeholder management system. Corporations realize that, in order to stay profitable they need to appeal to their consumer, and consumers now care about the environment.34

---

This theory of stakeholder management also applies to the government, in that the
constituents are equal to the stakeholders. If politicians want to stay in power and be
successful, as corporations need to remain profitable, then politicians, like Corporations,
need to be able to properly appeal to, and manage, and their constituents. In this new
environmentally conscious world, that means creating public policy with the environment
in mind.

United States President Barack Obama claimed in his inaugural speech that America,
“will harness the sun and the winds and the soil to fuel our cars and run our factories.”35

In 2009 the American popular vote supports the environment. It is therefore, no surprise
that the current Liberal Government of Ontario introduced legislation that will put
Ontario on the international map when it comes to green and renewable energy. This not
only will make them popular with their constituents, but will also earn them international
credit. The Governor of California, Arnold Schwarzenegger, applauded Ontario’s efforts
and said that, “Like California, Ontario is leading the way in recognizing that we must
take action now to fight global warming and to reduce our dependence on fossil fuel. We
are working together to find solutions that both protect our environment and grow our
economy. Working with our partners, California can achieve more reductions in global
warming pollution than if we go at the problem alone.”36

35 Barack Obama, Presidential Inaugural Speech, January 2009
36 www.greenenergyact.com
Paired with the green paradigm shift is the current credit crisis and, what is being labeled, the worst economic recession in a century. Billion dollar corporations, industry giants, and world-class banking institutions across the globe have gone out of business. In North America the problem is multiplied by a failed auto industry and slowing manufacturing sector. Industry great General Motors, unable to restructure, has entered into Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Protection, and is now owned primarily by the Government of the United States of America. The failing automotive and manufacturing sectors have caused raw good industries, such as forestry, mining, and steel, to close shop. All of this turmoil has led to massive layoffs, and soaring unemployment rates.

In Canada from 2004 to 2008, more than one in seven manufacturing jobs disappeared.\(^{37}\) As Ontario is a part of Canada’s industrial core (Ontario and Quebec), the majority of manufacturing job loss was in Ontario.\(^{38}\) The Government of Canada has launched a massive economic stimulus program to help put life back into the country’s economy. The unemployment rate in Canada is currently 8.5%. Stabilization in employment has occurred over the last nine months (May 2009 to December 2009); however employment remains 1.9% below the October 2008 peak. \(^{39}\)

With this economic turmoil, the Government needed, and was expected, to make an investment to boost the economy. The combination of corporations and investors looking for a profitable place to invest that had relatively mitigated volatility, and the public desperately seeking jobs, with the general value shift to environmental consciousness: created an open policy window for the Government. The time finally became ideal for legislation that would drive an economically stable and environmentally friendly future.  

Thus, the Green Energy Act was able to get the policy initiatives of the past forty years pushed through Queen Park, and given Royal Assent.

---

Bill 150: The Green Energy Act

This section of the report begins with a summary of the foundations of the GEA. The central focuses of this section are on the areas of contention within the GEA, confirming that although the GEA has been in the works for forty years, there are still elements of green energy that are very volatile and uncertain.

Green Energy Act: 40 Years in the Making

An energy and economic revitalization is occurring in Ontario. Ontario is on a particular and deliberate path to position itself as a renewable energy leader in North America. In 2008, the Provincial Government established a new Ministry: The Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure, currently being led by the Hon. Brad Duguid. The Ministry set-out to create legislation that would solve the inefficiencies and road blocks currently being faced in Ontario’s energy industry. The GEA presents an opportunity for Ontarians to make a bold move towards a cleaner, greener, Ontario. The GEA discusses increasing and/or establishing a conservation culture in Ontario. It pushes for more renewable power, on a shorter timeline. Generating renewable power that is cleaner, greener and online quicker is one of the key elements of the GEA.

The GEA takes elements of the 1989 Ontario Hydro DSPS report, by making it easier for renewable projects to come to life through the establishment of a feed-in tariff, which will pay the energy producer a set amount based on type of production. This will help
level the playing field, and allow the energy producers to stay competitive against other forms of production such as nuclear and coal.

As similarly suggested in the Royal Commission on EPP (1974), the GEA also aims to establish a culture of conservation. Local distribution companies will be given a mandatory conservation targets based on the Ontario Power Authority’s assessment of conservation targets for the province and each local distribution company will have the opportunity to identify what their local needs are by establishing their own conservation requirements and programs. There will also be the establishment of time of use pricing, which charges consumers more or less for energy consumption based on the time of day of usage.41

Also stemming from the Royal Commission on EPP is the encouragement of distributed power generation. The GEA provides rights for all energy producers to connect to the grid. It also streamlines the approval process, and creates a service guarantee that all complete submissions will have a six-month maximum timeline to obtain a permit.

Aside from the regulatory changes being made by the GEA, the legislation also aims to mandate investment in transmission and distribution infrastructure. This means a significant amount of funding given to the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO). They will have the opportunity to make massive infrastructure investments in the

41 Hon. George Smitherman, June 2009
wire systems of Ontario, and they will be obligated to create a transmission system that can handle the addition of dispersed renewable power generation. The term “Smart Grid” has been coined for use when discussing the type of wire infrastructure that the province seeks to have in place in the future.42

“Ontario has set high aims for itself and high goals and does want to be a North American leader in the area of renewable technology. If the legislation goes forward as well, we anticipate in the first three years approximately 50,000 jobs will be created. Transmission, distribution, renewable energy, Smart Grid technology, all those areas will provide opportunities for investors, and with domestic content requirements will create manufacturing jobs, and value added jobs here.”43

The GEA is a compilation of government-funded research done over the past forty years. Vitally important to Royal Assent of Bill 150: The Green Energy Act was the environmental paradigm shift and the need for the government to take serious action against the current economic crisis. These two factors helped to create the perfect storm for the essential policy window to be open. Energy resource issues and suggestions that had been previously over-looked were able to be brought again to the forefront.

Although the GEA is not full of all new original ideas, and it primarily reflects information known by environmentalists and energy experts for almost a half of a

42 www.greenenergyact.ca
43 Hon. George Smitherman, June 2009
century, it still can be, and should be, considered forward thinking, ground-breaking legislation.

The Green Energy Act Alliance is a not-for-profit organization that supports the GEA. They have created a summary of the various elements of the act, and what will be expected as the act rolls out over the next few years. \(^{44}\) This summary can be viewed in Appendix A.

**The Green Energy Act- The Debate**

The GEA was first proposed to the house, and got carried into second reading on February 23, 2009. The GEA was debated in second reading over eight council meetings. At this point the GEA got referred to committee. (For more information on the Ontario Legislative Procedures refer to Appendix B).

During the month of April 2008, the Standing Committee on General Governance (Committee) listened to 130 presentations made to them regarding the Green Energy Act. The committee was made up of Liberals and representatives from opposition parties, the Progressive Conservatives, and the New Democrats.

Presenters were made up of individuals, municipalities, professional societies, think tanks, not-for-profits, local distribution companies, and companies representing the

\(^{44}\) [www.greenenergyact.ca](http://www.greenenergyact.ca)
various forms of renewable energy. A complete list of presenters is available on the Government of Ontario website and has been replicated for review in Appendix C.

The individuals who presented were either in favour of the legislation, and thought it was fantastic, or were disgusted that the Government would be trying to pass such a terrible piece of legislation. The municipalities fought for their own interests, not wanting to lose land-use planning power. Many municipalities, including London Ontario, had green energy planning already underway. Municipalities felt that the GEA would undermine their current efforts and waste years of research and development. The various industry sectors also all fought for their own interests. The farmers wanted to make sure that their land was protected. The solar and wind farmers wanted to be able to use all land for energy. The wind and biomass industry representatives all wanted a larger feed-in-tariff. Professional societies, such as the society of engineers, wanted to make sure that all decisions made would be scientifically sound.⁴⁵

With the 130 presentations being primarily self-interested, it is up to the committee to listen to the various presenters and decide what is actually important, what amendments actually have to be made, and which recommendations were overstated and self-interested.

⁴⁵ Standing Committee on General Governance, April 2009
During the third reading of the house, debate ensued over the GEA and many of the presentations, specifically the ones surrounding wind turbines and land planning, were used by both the Liberals and the Opposition. The Opposition gathered the negative feedback from the presentations and used it as ammunition against the Liberals during debate. In the same sense, the Liberals gathered the positive feedback from the presentations and used it to defend their legislation during debate.

Third-reading debate on the GEA lasted for a full week. Through careful study and analysis of Hansard from the week of debate that occurred after the third reading of the GEA to the House, numerous points of contention were identified and discussed with the GEA. There were two areas where serious uncertainty existed: first, in the area of economic viability; and second, in regards to the impact nuclear power and wind turbines have on the environment.

The area with the greatest amount of disagreement between the Liberals and the Opposition was the economic viability of the GEA: the governing majority citing the positive benefits, while the official Opposition warned of serious economic repercussions of the GEA.

The other major area of debate was the environmental effects of renewable energy technologies: especially nuclear and wind. Although nuclear energy was not openly incorporated within the GEA, many government representatives saw this as a
fundamental flaw of the GEA and thought that nuclear energy should have been addressed directly, especially considering the disposal uncertainty of its radioactive production waste. Wind Turbines were not being questioned on their environmental safety in regards to their carbon output, but rather their environmental safety in regards to the affects they have on the inhabitants, both people and wildlife, of their surroundings.

The Green Energy Act - Economic Viability

In the current economic climate, decisions being made in the House have to be economically viable. With public pressure on the government to launch Ontario out of the current recession, all decisions need to be financially sound. Decisions that are viewed as financially unsound provide a fault for the Opposition to “attack.” An “attack” on the Government and could lead to mass public unpopularity, and could even cause a loss of a future election. In the scenario of the Green Energy Act, one of the areas with greatest contention was the impact the GEA would have on the economy.

Employment Opportunities

The governing majority, the Liberals, and the third opposition: the New Democratic Party (NDP), believe in the ability the GEA has to create new jobs in Ontario. The official Opposition, the Progressive Conservatives, however; fear that the policy-makers have failed to properly predict the impact that the GEA will have on the price of electricity in the province. They feel the GEA will increase the cost of electricity, thereby driving up the cost of doing business in Ontario, and reducing the province’s competitiveness in the international marketplace. The reduction of international competitiveness will presumably
drive business out of Ontario, neutralizing any of the job creation gains originally accomplished by the GEA

In George Smitherman’s opening address during the debates preceding the third reading, he spoke to the ARISE Technologies solar company situated in Waterloo, Ontario. ARISE Technologies is a world leader in solar technology, which originally had to leave Ontario due to the lack of support being given by the government. They were given a ten million dollar incentive to move their production to Germany. With the proposed GEA ARISE Technologies are, “convinced the feed-in tariff proposed by this act is exactly the step that is required to boost investor confidence and access to financing. It expects that if the act is passed, a number of projects that are currently on its drawing board will get under way and new ones will step up to the plate.”46

This is one example of how the feed-in tariff will drive economic growth in the province, by creating jobs in industry that would otherwise be unable to afford to operate in Ontario.

Phil McNeely, another member of the Liberal caucus, also drew form external media comments. He drew on the expertise of Sir Nicholas Stern, the former World Bank chief

---

46 May 4th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Hon. Goerge Smitherman
economist, whom predicted that the GEA would be "extremely persuasive" to other jurisdictions and called the opportunities ahead an "economic no-brainer."\textsuperscript{47}

McNeely defended the ability the GEA has to create jobs:

"The Green Energy Act would help to create jobs in a wide range of areas, including construction, domestic manufacturing and assembly, architecture, trucking, servicing and installation, and other sectors such as finance, IT and software. Many of the new construction jobs would be created by local distribution companies and Hydro One as they endeavor to upgrade their network infrastructure in order to allow additional renewable generation to be fully integrated with the grid; 50,000 jobs in the first three years, as well as at least $5 billion of investment in infrastructure and expenditures on renewable generation and conservation."\textsuperscript{48}

The NDP also believe in the ability the GEA has to create jobs in Ontario. Where the NDP disagreed with the Liberals is in the stipulation in the GEA regarding “made in Ontario.”

The NDP focused their debate on changing the legislation which requires any of the power generation facilities receiving a feed-in tariff, to be manufactured and maintained by at least 60% local personnel. The NDP emphasized the need for the manufacturing

\textsuperscript{47} May 5\textsuperscript{th}, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Phil Mcneely
\textsuperscript{48} May 5\textsuperscript{th} 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Phil Mcneely
facilities to be in Ontario, and the staff trained to maintain these facilities be Ontarians. Gilles Bisson urged the Liberals to be open to later amendments that would include a made-in-Ontario clause:

“Let's look at what technologies we can build here in Ontario when it comes to solar, wind and others, how we can put a buy-Ontario clause within the legislation to make sure that we give incentives to manufacturers here in Ontario to produce these particular goods. Imagine the jobs that could be created just installing and maintaining some of this equipment around the province.”

The Progressive Conservatives disagreed with the notion of significant job creation from the GEA. Paul Miller, a member of the official Opposition stated that he had grave concerns about the estimate of 50,000 jobs, “Let's say that was the scenario and they did create 50,000 jobs; well, I tell you right now, we've lost almost 20,000 jobs in Hamilton alone. So if we took 20,000 off the 50,000 and you split up the rest, the 30,000, that they say is going to happen and you divide that across the province of Ontario, that's not much of an impact.” The official Opposition not only questioned how many new jobs the GEA would be able to create, but also presented the idea that the GEA will drain jobs from the province.

John Yakabuski, a very vocal member of the Opposition, attacks the Liberals on their

---

49 May 11th 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Gilles Bisson
50 May 11th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Paul Miller
notion of the creation of 50,000 jobs, “The total number of people employed in the energy industry in Ontario today is 35,000, but they're going to create 50,000 new ones. Sounds like a fairy tale.” He also drew on evidence from other jurisdictions. A research study by Juan Carlos University in Madrid stated that for every job created in renewable energy, particularly wind, that they were losing 2.2 jobs due to the rising costs of doing business.  

The Progressive Conservatives also cited other international examples including Spain and Germany who are generally seen as energy leaders after whom Ontarians should be modeling their green economy. In the most recent economic downturn however, the country that came out in the worst position was Germany: The high cost of electricity was blamed for the hard fall of the German economy, because people could no longer afford to do business in, or with, Germany.

The NDP defended the Liberals’ job creation number by explaining the cost of electricity in Germany, and how industry there actually has subsidized electrical costs, which means that they are not anywhere near the highest in Europe, and therefore, high electricity costs had nothing to do with the German large hit during the economic recession.

The Progressive Conservatives also pointed out the recent amendments made to Bill 162, a Bill about non-partisan advertisement of government activities. The amendment

---

51 May 4th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, John Yakabuski
52 May 4th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, John Yakabuski
53 May 5th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Norman Sterling
54 May 5th, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Peter Taburns
removed the statement that, “any numerical data in it must be supportable.” The
Progressive Conservatives alluded that this was intended to draw the wool over the eyes
of Ontarians, by being able to state the GEA will create 50,000 jobs but not actually
having evidence to support that claim.\(^\text{55}\)

**Electricity Costs**

The main argument made by the official Opposition to the economic viability of the GEA
was that the rise in the cost of energy was going to drive business from the province.
They attested this belief by citing other countries where the cost of electricity did raise
substantially with the adoption of green energy sources, and gave examples of how this
negatively affected that country’s economy. These arguments however, were easily
refuted by the Liberals whom gave substantial evidence that the cost of electricity would
only raise one percentage point per annum.

The Liberals emphasized their position by claiming, “A diversified energy supply mix,
along with a combination of regulated and market prices will help maintain stability in
electricity pricing.”\(^\text{56}\) The Liberals offered the feed-in tariffs as one of the mechanisms
for electricity pricing stability that has been used successfully around the world, and
stated that Ontario seeks to use feed-in-tariffs with a combination of other initiatives to
ensure feasible electricity pricing.\(^\text{57}\) The 1% figure was derived from Ontario’s future
supply mix, including new nuclear and renewable technologies, coupled with the

\(^{55}\) May 5\(^{\text{th}}\), 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Norman Sterling
\(^{56}\) May 4\(^{\text{th}}\), 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Laurel C. Broten
\(^{57}\) May 11\(^{\text{th}}\), 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Lorenzo Berardinetti.
powerful provincial history of hydroelectricity.\textsuperscript{58}

The Opposition was not satisfied with the Liberals’ explanation of electricity pricing stabilization, and commissioned a study of their own, completed by the London Economics consulting firm. A complete and final report was submitted as part of the debate in the House for the passing of Bill 150.

The Opposition’s report suggested that the GEA could cost each household between $247 and $631, on average, per year between the years 2010 and 2025 as the GEA comes into fruition:

\begin{quote}
``This means the costs could increase in by as much as $1,200 per household. This is the equivalent of adding approximately two to six additional monthly electricity bills, or an increase of 15%. If energy audit and energy conservation plan costs are added, the cumulative effect of the Green Energy Act is estimated at between $19.4 billion and $53 billion from 2010 to 2025.”\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

The Progressive Conservative report numbers were staggering, and well above the 1% increase stated by the Liberals.

This 15% increase would seemingly have dramatic effect on industry. The report also included public opinion on feasibly of such an increase in electricity costs. As autoworkers in Ontario were one of the hardest hit by the current economic recession,

\textsuperscript{58} May 4\textsuperscript{th}, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Laurel C. Broten
\textsuperscript{59} May 11\textsuperscript{th}, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Jim Wilson
they were specifically targeted and asked if they would survive with that type of jump in electricity costs: the answer was a resounding impossibility. The average cost of electricity in Ontario is already 30% higher than competitors in other states and provinces. It is therefore already difficult enough for businesses to compete. The Progressive Conservatives asserted that the 15% increase in energy costs will put many currently struggling institutions out of business and into bankruptcy, including the Government owned stake in Chrysler.60

Ted Arnott, another Progressive Conservative, took it one step further, stating that there will be an increase of at least 30% to the provinces electricity costs.

“I think it's important to point out a few facts that our caucus continues to bring forward. Fact number one is that costs for consumers will certainly increase. The government has made a statement with respect to cost increases that I think is grossly understated and intended to misinform the public about the true cost of this bill. The initial transmission investment of $5 billion, paid by 4.2 million metered electricity consumers, is about $1,200 per consumer, or 100% of their electricity bill. Spread over the years, that's a 30% increase, considerably higher than what the minister has said the hydro bills will go up.”61

**Political Ideologies**

As to be expected within a debate in the House, political party ideological values became
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a driving factor in the discussion of economic feasibility of the GEA. During the third
debate of the GEA, the Opposition used their ideological platform to emphasize their
uncertainty with the GEA.

The Progressive Conservative John Yakabuski’s opening arguments drove home the
ideological values of his party. He generated a scenario based on the poor, cash strapped,
middle class hard working Ontarian. He claimed that these particular Ontarians were
already having difficulty paying for their electricity, “I can tell you that I have coming
into my constituency office on a regular basis these days, more and more people who
can't pay their hydro bills at the current price for electricity.”62 The Liberals again chose
to emphasize that the Opposition was failing to point out that if the slight increase in
electricity cost was able to stimulate the economy (as proposed with the GEA), then there
will be more and greater paying jobs for people to pay their electrical bills with.63

The third debate of the GEA affirmed that when it came to the primary issue of the
economic viability of the GEA, the three official parties of Ontario were sticking to their
ideological roots: the Progressive Conservatives were fighting for lower costs to the
consumer; the NDP did not think the GEA did enough for Ontarians and felt more
regulations needed to be in place to protect and ensure gains for all Ontarians; and, the
Liberals, who typically ideologically fall somewhere in-between these two parties,
believe that the GEA will make Ontario a global leader in the development of renewable

62 May 4th , 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, John Yakabuski
63 May 5th , 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard Norm Miller
energy, and create economic prosperity, energy security and climate protection.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{Coal Power}

The last major attack against the GEA in regards to the economy was surrounding the elimination of coal-burning facilities in Ontario. The long-term goal of the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure is to shut down all coal burning power generating plants in Ontario, as it is a very “dirty” way of creating electricity. The residents of Sarnia-Lambton are worried about what this means to their local economy, as shutting down the plant in their jurisdiction would mean a loss of 400 jobs and an economic hit of about $300 million dollar per annum.\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{Conclusion of the Economic Viability Debate}

The Progressive Conservatives failed to adequately refute the economic viability of the GEA. As with anything that deals with the economy, it is possible only to predict probable outcomes. The use of a report commissioned by the Progressive Conservatives themselves as the major piece of evidence against the economic viability of the GEA presented a feeble case. The weakness of the approach was even more evident since the Liberals had equally compelling reports that presented opposing information. The NDP were the first political party who seemed to accept, that within a Liberal majority, Bill 150 was going to pass. Instead of gathering evidence to refute the claims the Liberal’s made for the GEA, the NDP focused on amending Bill 150 to contain what they felt was

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{Green Act Executive Summary, Retrieved from the World Wide Web: www.greenenergyact.ca, Dec. 9, 2009.}
\footnote{May 4\textsuperscript{th}, 2009, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, John Yakabuski}
\end{footnotesize}
a fundamental “made-in-Ontario” clause.

The most compelling statement made during the third debate of the GEA came from Liberal Lorenzo Berardinetti.

“The GEA is a movement; it has checks, balances and has been carefully thought out. New technologies, will find new jobs, these can no longer be found in old places. You're going to have to take that cap off, throw it over the fence, go over there and see what's on the other side. You're not going to go back to the old ways. The old ways are gone.”

With so much evidence supporting both the economic pros and cons of the GEA, there exists contradictory hypothesis’s of the potential economic impact the GEA will have on Ontario. It is impossible to predict the effect the legislation will have on the future economy. The strenuous debate on the topic of the economy proves that there are still huge areas of uncertainty surrounding the economic viability of green energy, and the GEA. Despite this uncertainty, the GEA has been made into law. The Government is providing Ontarians with the opportunity to be involved in change: a policy change that will strive to create jobs and a more stable economy now and in the future.
The Environmental Safety of Green Energy

Green energy has areas of uncertainty surrounding its environmental safety: mainly what is considered “Green”, and what is not. The GEA did not include nuclear energy in its legislation, but the Liberal Government has made a commitment to build two new nuclear plants, and has done so under the pretence that nuclear is a “clean” energy alternative. The main debate surrounds whether or not nuclear is in fact a clean alternative. Many politicians, environmental professionals, and academics feel that it should not be classified as green energy due to the radioactive waste that is created during power generation. The GEA does not directly address the “clean” controversy surrounding nuclear energy, as it did for coal and oil burning facilities. The Opposition felt that this was a serious flaw in Bill 150.

The other green energy technology that went under significant contention during debate of Bill 150 was wind turbine energy. Similar to nuclear energy, the environmental safety of the byproduct of production of wind energy was up for debate. It has been hypothesized that the electromagnetic forces that are a byproduct of the turbines, are negatively affecting the inhabitants of nearby cities, as well as the wildlife of nearby farms and natural habitats.
Nuclear energy has been something that has been debated since its inception. The debate is whether or not nuclear is considered a “green” energy by being renewable and/or clean. The NDP’s issue with the GEA regarding nuclear power generation was the lack of information provided in the GEA about the uncertainty of the radioactive waste product created during production of nuclear power.

The House debate was very heated surrounding the cleanliness of nuclear energy. The Liberals quoted Keith Stewart, climate change campaign manager for WWF Canada, “With this initiative, Ontario is on track to become a leader in the global shift to clean energy and in preventing dangerous climate change. This Act puts in place the framework for green energy to thrive and could set us on a path toward a future based on the efficient use of renewable energy.”

The NDP brought letters from major Canadian environmental groups including: Pembina, the David Suzuki Foundation, Greenpeace, and the Ontario Clean Air Alliance. Their letters stated their anti-nuclear stance. These groups also met with the Standing Committee on General Governance, but felt their opinions fell on deaf ears. The environmental groups accused the Liberal Government of using the GEA to divert attention and provide cover for a massive nuclear investment rollout, where Ontarians will face, “a substantial risk for the people of this province, both in terms of their
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industrial future and of their electricity needs.”

The main issue presented was that the waste created by nuclear energy is radioactive for 10,000 years, and the Liberals (as well as any other environment advocate) should not be referring to nuclear power technology as “clean”. The proposed nuclear energy strategy will cost Ontario forty billion dollars. NDP MPP Rosario Marchese stated:

“We have been paying for Darlington (nuclear plant) for the last 20 years and more. The next nuclear reactors we're going to be building: Your children are going to be paying for them for a whole lifetime. What do you think of that? What do I think of the bill? The bill limits the amount of renewable energy de facto, merely by the fact that you've concluded, you've said and you've decided that you're going to have two nuclear stations.”

---
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Limiting the Green Energy Act: Nuclear Power Generation

Fortunately for the Liberals, the controversy over the cleanliness of nuclear energy does not fundamentally underline one of the main thrusts of the GEA: creating an Ontarian culture of conservation so that people can go about their daily lives using less energy.\textsuperscript{71} Unfortunately for the Liberals, the promise to build two new nuclear plants limits the full potential the GEA creates for renewable energy generation. This is because Ontario will only need a limited amount of other renewable power beyond nuclear to meet demand. “The way it has been written allows the minister and any future minister to constrain investment in efficiency, conservation and renewables so that the market for nuclear power will be undisturbed.”\textsuperscript{72}

The criticism for the construction of the two nuclear plants is reiterated by NDP MPP Peter Taburns:

“If you allowed Ontario to fully build out the capacity it has for renewable power, if you allowed Ontario to fully develop all the efficiency and conservation that is at hand, then those nuclear power plants that are going to be built at the cost of tens of billions of dollars would be simply redundant. There would be no market for their power. They would be irrelevant. Does anyone seriously think that we will pay for two electricity systems, which we will pay for full-scale development of nuclear power, with the power line development that all that entails, and at the same time pay for all this renewable energy and efficiency and conservation? It is not going to happen. If you want a green, renewable future that has efficiency and


\textsuperscript{72} May 5th, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Peter Taburns
conservation at the centre, you take one course of action, you go down one road.

If you want a nuclear-centered electricity system, one that is expensive, one that is unpredictable, one that has put a huge financial burden on the ratepayers and taxpayers of this province, then you go down the nuclear road. You have to choose one. ”

The NDP was able to generate an extremely strong case against the construction of nuclear power plants that the Liberals struggled to refute. The promise of nuclear power plant construction by the Liberals has hindered Bill 150, their own legislation, by eliminating the opportunity for the GEA to independently exist as the sole piece of legislation driving the creation of renewable technology infrastructure. Ensuring an energy supply mix is important to mitigate energy supply volatility. The construction of these two additional nuclear plants overshadows and underestimates Ontario’s renewable energy technology and infrastructure potential.

73 May 5th, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Peter Taburns
Wind Turbine Energy: Does Ontario know enough to move forward?

Wind turbine energy is the most contentious energy source issue the GEA directly addresses. The initial and primary understanding of wind turbine energy is that it is clean and renewable. It has been hypothesized and recently proven however, that significant health risks can be correlated with the electromagnetic fields, noise, debris, stray voltage, and other byproducts of wind turbines.

An email sent to Sylvia Jones from her constituent discusses the suffering they experience from a newly installed wind farm, "We are suffering from ear problems, earache, running eyes, ringing in the ears, balance problems, sleep problems, as well as not being able to sit outside our house due to the constant roar from the turbines." Other noted problems have included: depression, chronic stress, migraines, nausea, fatigue, memory loss; vertigo symptoms resulting from the strobe and flicker effect such as dizziness and nausea. Non-health related issues such as stray voltage near homes, adverse effects on farm animals, blade failure which can throw a piece of a blade or debris over 500 metres; and ice throws, where chunks of ice can be thrown 100 metres have also been recorded.

74 May 11th, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard
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There have been numerous problems presented with wind turbines that could potentially affect people living within a ten kilometre radius of the generating station. "Dr. Amanda Harry reported on thirty-nine cases. For these people, whose health and quality of life were compromised, she concluded that people 'living near wind turbines are genuinely suffering. They feel they are losing their homes and their lives.'"^76

Dr. McMurtry, former Dean of Medicine at the University of Western Ontario, has done studies that prove that there are real health concerns about wind turbines being located near people homes or even near farms and livestock.^77 These concerns bring to light the necessity for guidelines about the location of wind turbines in relation to residential land uses.

The issue that both the NDP and the Progressive Conservatives have with the presentation of wind turbine energy within the GEA is that the GEA fails to take a stance on the outline of the necessary wind turbine location guidelines. The GEA instead places the responsibility of creating such guidelines to the Ministry of the Environment and implies the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure will implement the generated guidelines during construction.

---
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Land use planning, in most circumstances, is a function of the municipal authority; however, allowing the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure to mitigate turbine construction takes the rights away from the municipalities. The power being taken away from the municipalities has upset the municipal bodies across the province. Municipalities will no longer be able to determine and mandate their own set-back guidelines for turbines. Municipalities have spent thousands of dollars conducting studies, and creating plans for the construction of turbines, and now the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure has complete control. The opposition stipulates that:

“This bill gives the Minister of Energy—it makes him king; it makes him czar; it makes him whatever the hell you want to call him. But it gives him the power to actually erect wind turbines in provincial parks like Algonquin—our most storied park, where Tom Thomson used to go to paint.”

The GEA overrides the Municipal Planning Act, The Greenbelt Act and the Oak Ridge’s Moraine Act. Wind turbines could be erected like they are in California, an actual landscape eyesore all down the Simi Valley. John O’Toole of the Progressive Conservative party stressed the need to clarify where the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure would override the Greenbelt Act, as in the past, it was challenging to get approval to even build a birdhouse. O’Toole stated:
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“Now, all of a sudden, they're going to override that (Greenbelt Act) and be able to put-these wind turbines which aren't going to stand alone. There has to be a service road; there has to be a building with the tools in it to service it in the event that it fails; there's got to be a transformer involved; there's got to be a road built for maintenance vehicles getting to the site-all of this on pristine countryside like the Oak Ridge’s moraine.”

The Liberals have clarified that the GEA is not meant to make the Minister of Energy and Infrastructure “king”, but to expedite the approval process. In the riding of Huron-Bruce, for example, the largest barrier to wind development is municipal by-laws. These by-laws are in place with a specific focus on set-backs, one being how far a windmill needs to be placed from residential property. If wind development is going to move forward in Ontario, then the province needs to develop provincial construction standards for all regions to be held accountable too.

The Ministry of the Environment is currently doing scientific studies to come up with a safe guideline to wind turbine constructions. This will establish a minimum setback, and will examine low frequency noise and vibration. “A science-based standard, monitored by the Ministry of Environment, is an appropriate way to protect the health of the environment, the citizens and the planet.”
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Wind is a very important part of Ontario’s renewable future. The GEA gives a significant amount of approval authority to the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure. The Government has made it quite clear that the public consultation process will be very important when establishing guidelines for set-back regulations. The reality is that advancements in wind turbine energy have already positively impacted the reduction of Ontario’s carbon footprint, by generating enough electrify to shut-down old non-green oil burning plants.\footnote{May 12th, Ontario Legislative Assembly Hansard, Laurel Broten}
Conclusion

Ontario has entered into a new era of green economics. On May 14, 2009, the Ontario Legislative Assembly passed the Green Energy Act as law, which will position Ontario as a green energy leader within North America. Bill 150 received Royal Assent with support from both the Liberal governing party and the New Democratic Party. The official Opposition voted against the legislation.

A variety of recent changes led to the approval of the Green Energy Act: the environmentally conscious value shift, the economic recession, and the coincidence of these factors to finally allow forty years of government funded energy resource research to culminate in a publically and politically supported piece of legislation.

The environmentally conscious value shift brought wide public support, and the current economic recession allowed stimulus dollars to flow into the infrastructure development needed to allow the Green Energy Act to be useful.

Four decades of research has gone into legislation that assisted in the generation of the Green Energy Act, including but not limited to, the following:

- The Royal Commission on Electric Power Planning, resulting from the energy crisis of the 1970s. It was determined that there had to be an expansion of power generation to meet increased demand. Fundamental in the expansion was not only
a viable financial model, but also the social and environmental impacts of power generation.\(^8^5\)

- Ontario Hydro’s Demand and Supply Planning Strategy from 1989 assessed rising electricity costs and how to reduce those costs. The key element of the cost reduction strategy was identifying the need for a non-utility generation incentive with special attention and focus being given to environmentally friendly initiatives.\(^8^6\)

- The Renewable Energy Standard Offer Program (RESOP) created in 2007 accomplished many of the goals set out in the 1989 Supply/Demand Planning Strategy report. The intent of the RESOP was to help Ontario meet its renewable energy supply targets by providing a standard pricing regime and simplified eligibility, contracting and other rules for small renewable energy electricity generating projects.\(^8^7\)

Despite the four decades of research that resulted in the Green Energy Act there are still areas of serious uncertainty associated with this piece of legislation. These areas of greatest controversy include the economic viability and the environmental safety associated with the implementation of the Green Energy Act.

\(^{8^5}\) Ontario Hydro. *Long-range Planning of the Electrical Power System*. February 1974 p.32


The economic controversy of the Green Energy Act stems from conflicting evidence of employment generation and the electricity costs in implementing green energy technologies.

The governing majority, the Liberals, provided evidence that the Green Energy Act would create over 50,000 jobs in a wide range of areas within the first three years of implementation, as well as the Green Energy Act would provide an opportunity for at least five billion dollars of investments in infrastructure and expenditures on renewable generation of electricity.

The official Opposition, the Progressive Conservatives, thought the 50,000 jobs was an over-estimation and that the apparent significant rise in electricity costs would counteract employment opportunities created by the Green Energy Act.

The Progressive Conservatives launched their own independent research project regarding the projected rise of electricity costs associated with the implementation of the Green Energy Act and came back with a staggering 15% increase in electricity costs, compared to the Liberals 1%.

The official Opposition also presented concerns regarding the environmental safety of proposed renewable and green energy technologies: with the main emphasis on nuclear and wind turbine energy.
The main issue with the Green Energy Act regarding nuclear power generation was the lack of information provided in the Green Energy Act about the uncertainty of the radioactive waste byproduct created during production of nuclear power, as well as dubbing nuclear energy “clean”.

The promise of the construction of two new nuclear power plants by the Liberals hindered Bill 150, their own legislation, by eliminating the opportunity for the Green Energy Act to independently exist as the sole piece of legislation driving the creation of renewable technology infrastructure. Ensuring an energy supply mix is important to mitigate energy supply volatility. The construction of these two additional nuclear plants overshadows and underestimates Ontario’s renewable energy technology and infrastructure potential.

The other green energy technology that went under significant contention during debate of Bill 150 was wind turbine energy. Similar to nuclear energy, the environmental safety of the byproduct of production of wind energy was up for debate. It has been hypothesized that the electromagnetic forces that are a byproduct of the turbines, are negatively affecting the inhabitants of nearby cities, as well as the wildlife of nearby farms and natural habitats.

Regardless of uncertainty, and the long period of development, the Green Energy Act has gained the province of Ontario positive international recognition, and has put Ontario on
the map as a Green Energy Supporter, and hopeful a Green Energy leader. The Green Energy Act is still a bold step forward, and it lets the world know that the 2010 Government of Ontario takes environmentalism seriously.
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Appendix A

An Overview of the Green Energy Act

- An obligation for the responsible power purchase authority to grant priority and obligatory purchase of green energy projects.

- A system of Advanced Renewable Energy Tariffs as the primary procurement mechanism for renewable and clean distributed energy to ensure the equal participation of community energy in the sustainable energy sector. The tariffs per kilowatt-hour of generation are based on key components of the German and French models:
  - Tariffs are differentiated on the basis of: technology, resource intensity, project scale and location to ensure projects are economically viable in communities across the province
  - Prices are set on the basis of cost and a reasonable return on investment
  - A minimum profitability index of 0.1 for lowest yield and 0.3 for highest yield green energy projects
  - No cap on project size or program size
  - No cap on voltage: The tariff includes all behind the meter, all distribution and all transmission connected projects
  - 100% inflation protection at 2 levels: within the power purchase contracts, within the tariff program
  - An obligation for all utilities to grant priority grid access to green energy projects and an obligation for all utilities to connect green energy projects to the grid (within a reasonable limit to be determined by relative costs and goals related to the successful implementation of the Act).

- Utilities are entitled and empowered to recover all related costs. Related costs are to be spread equally across the entire rate base.

- The explicit and direct participation of First Nations and Métis as developers and owners in energy projects (generation, transmission, conservation) so they benefit directly from the resulting economic development in recognition of the additional and unique barriers they face.

- The establishment of a Green Energy Debt Finance Program and a Community Power Corporation.

- The Green Energy Debt Finance Program would be mandated to raise the financial capital required to meet the financial market short falls in the development of eligible and viable projects (individual, community and commercial) to meet the GEA targets. The intent is that over time the market and community will meet all financial requirements for these projects. Vehicles such
as Green Bonds could be implemented under this program to raise a portion of the required capital.

- A Community Power Corporation is necessary to ensure the equal opportunity for participation of the community power sector in recognition of the additional social and economic benefits of these projects to Ontario communities and the people of Ontario as a whole. The mandate of the Corporation would be to build the capacity of local communities to develop eligible and viable projects, provide early stage project funding, and to facilitate the development of financing mechanisms. This corporation will require an initial investment of $25 million.

- The adoption of smart grid technologies, including energy storage, in order to transform Ontario's energy system from highly centralized to more evenly distributed.

- A mandated commitment to a continuous improvement approach to conservation with a minimum 2.5% annual (compounding) reduction in energy resource needs from 2011 until 2027.

- Electricity pricing that reflects its true cost and provides signals to consumers to manage their energy demand.

- Priority for vulnerable consumers (including relevant industrial users) to reduce their energy burden through conservation, bill assistance, innovative utility policies and stronger consumer protection.

- Streamlined regulatory and approvals processes that enable the rapid but prudent development of green energy projects across the province, reducing uncertainty and transaction costs to all involved.

- This would include a comprehensive one-window approach to consultation with First Nations and Métis that will lead to their meaningful engagement in the energy sector and create certainty for the province.
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Appendix B

Legislative Procedures in Ontario - A Brief Overview

Ontario’s legislative assembly is made up of three official parties, the Progressive Conservatives, the New Democrats, and the Liberals. “In three-party houses the normal division between government and opposition may not correspond to ideological divisions. Moreover, the presence of three parties complicates the political calculus in the House. Mainly through the competition between the two opposition parties to prove which is the real opposition,”¹ This can mean that debate, and law making can be a long drawn out process, because with three parties it is harder to win a majority vote, this is especially the case in a minority government situation. Most people believe that the legislature’s job is to create laws; this is not really an accurate statement. “The legislature legitimizes government policy in the formal sense of providing legal authorization for laws and for government spending.”²

Arguably the most important part of making laws occurs at the pre-parliamentary stage. “This means that the most important decisions on a government bill are made by the cabinet and the bureaucracy before the bills first reading to the House.”³ At this stage the bill becomes a public document, and is presented to the legislative assembly, this step is primarily viewed as more of a formality.

The members of the legislative assembly, and most noticeable the opposition, are then given an opportunity to assess the bill, and form an opinion on it. The bill is then “called” by the government for a second reading. During this reading the general principle of the bill is debated. Usually this is rather minimal debate and only takes a few hours.⁴ At this point the bill can either be sent to committee or sent to Committee of the Whole. So in the interest of efficiency, and democracy, bills that are controversial, and heavily detailed, get sent to a committee so that the document being presented in the third reading has many of its “kinks worked out.”⁵

Committees are efficient and effective this is largely because of their size and the amount of resources they have available to them. Most committees are roughly 12 MPP’s in size, and the proportions of the represented parties are normally similar to the composition of the legislative assembly. For example the Liberals had a majority government then the

majority of MPP’s on the committee would be Liberal. In a minority government situation normally the opposition parties will have a majority membership on the committee. Placement of MPP’s on specific committees is rigidly controlled by the party’s leadership so that maverick MPP’s can be removed if doing something against the leader of the party’s wishes. 

“Members of the legislature devote substantial time and energy to their committee work, for they recognize that committees offer much greater scope than does the House for delving into, and indeed influencing policy. In turn, work carried out by committees often carries considerable political and policy significance.”

White p.87

The committee also has the right to hold public hearings, and call on expert witnesses. “These processes can have important political consequences: public attention can be focused on the bill and significant political forces mobilized in support or in opposition to it. A particularly contentious or important bill may be before a standing committee for weeks or months.”

Eventually the committee will complete its examination of the bill. Then it is presented to the legislative assembly for a third reading where it is normally passed with little debate, and is given royal accent. Bills normally become law when they receive royal accent, or on a specific date that is listed in the bill.
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Appendix C

Witnesses Appearing Towards the Standing Committee on General Governance

April 6, 2009

1. Better Place  
2. Community Power Fund  
3. Conservation Council of Ontario  
4. Grey Association for Better Planning  
5. José Etcheverry  
6. Ontario Clean Air Alliance  
7. Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters  
8. Ontario Waterpower Association  
9. Ruth Grier  
10. Sierra Club Ontario  
11. St. Marys Cement  
12. Tom Adams  
13. Township Of South Algonquin  
14. VCI Green Funds  

April 8, 2009

15. Automotive Parts Manufacturers' Association  
16. Clean, Affordable Energy Alliance  
17. Greenpeace Canada  
18. Justearth  
19. Mark Winfield  
20. Michael Trebilcock  
21. Ministry Of Energy and Infrastructure  
22. Municipality of Grey Highlands  
23. Ontario Green Energy Act Alliance  
24. Skydive Toronto Inc. Cookstown Aerodrome  
25. Stormfisher Biogas  
26. Student Representatives of Humber College's Sustainable Energy and Building Technology Program  
27. Toronto Renewable Energy Co-Operative  
28. Windshare  
29. World Wildlife Fund of Canada
30. First Nations Energy Alliance
32. Luke MacMichael
33. Northern Lights Energy Systems
34. Ontario Society of Professional Engineers
35. Paul Day
36. Professional Engineers Ontario-Algoma Chapter
37. PUC Distribution Inc.
38. Sault Ste. Marie Real Estate Board
39. Superior Renewable Energy Cooperative
40. Sustainable Energy Resource Group Co-Operative Inc.
41. United Steelworkers, Local 2251
42. Upper Lakes Environmental Research Network

April 15, 2009
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95. Switch
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